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What We’ve Learned about Teaching
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• We’ve learned that a quality teacher can change the life of a student.
• We’ve learned that teaching is hard, but extremely rewarding, work.
• We’ve learned that students will not learn from someone whom they do
not respect.
• We’ve learned that adults do not learn from someone whom they do not
respect.
• We’ve learned that “busy work” is often created to keep the teacher from
being busy.
• We’ve learned that we learn by doing.
• We’ve learned that when children are bored, they are not learning.
• We’ve learned that when children cannot relate, they do not engage.
• We’ve learned that each child is a unique individual with distinctive needs,
interests, and Learning Styles.
• We’ve learned that we must be in continuous search of excellence.
• We’ve learned that teaching is a privilege…one that we must never take
lightly….
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What This Book Will Do for You
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• If you want to take charge of instruction and achievement in your classroom,
• If you want to create a calm, caring, structured, and stress-free learning
environment,
• If you want to truly make a difference in the life of every student who
walks into your classroom,
• If you want the techniques that will help you to help your students achieve
optimal learning success,
• If you want to stop second-guessing your own teaching methods,
• If you want to be the determining factor in the success of your students,
…then this book is for you!
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Classroom Scenario
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As part of Black History Month at Northside High, the students in Mr. Marcel’s history class have chosen to write a biography entitled The Life of Barack
Obama, which will be presented during the celebration. This undertaking will
require that a vast amount of research be conducted. Because time is a factor,
students will have to work together. Because his students are competitive by
nature, Mr. Marcel decides to use the Jigsaw Puzzles method, in which the
class will be subdivided into several groups. Each group will create its own
biography. The best one will be presented by the winning group during the
assembly.
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The Differentiated Way
Planning
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1. Childhood
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Because this is a competition, Mr. Marcel wants to create groups that are similar in nature. He knows that he will create 6 five-member teams/groups. He
constructs the groups so that each is balanced in regard to levels of ability,
from low to high.
Mr. Marcel divides the topic into five sub-topics (pieces of Barack
Obama’s life) that will be addressed in detail in each group’s biography.

2. Education and College Years
3. Life as a Congressman
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4. Family Life

5. Road to the Presidency
He constructs the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

assignment cards
rules and procedures for the activity
an outline for the biography (see figure 4.3, p. 65)
rubrics to accompany each sub-topic
a rubric to assess the final product (biography)
timeline for the activity
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week’s allowance. She will take the Differentiated Instruction activity that
she plans to use next week with her students and adapt it so that it can be
used inside of her home with her own children. With her classroom learning
centers in mind, she will create a differentiated house-cleaning activity comprised of House-Cleaning Centers!

The Differentiated Way
Planning
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Mrs. Brown begins working on the details of the lesson/activity. She knows
that meticulous planning always leads to successful implementation in her
classroom, so she aspires to do the same with this in-home activity.
First, Mrs. Brown considers the objectives for the lesson:
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1. The children will demonstrate without assistance the ability to perform specific household tasks, which will be measured on a checklist
for completion of tasks and degree of cleanliness.
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2. The children will develop an appreciation of household cleanliness
that will be measured by increased cleanliness in the house.
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Next, she considers her three children. What are their strengths and
weaknesses? What are their individual likes and dislikes? What motivates
each?
Finally, Mrs. Brown considers the tasks at hand in more specific terms
(in regard to what is to be accomplished):
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1. vacuum
2. dust

3. clean kitchen
4. mop floors
5. clean bathrooms
Armed with the information necessary to plan an effective differentiated
lesson, Mrs. Brown commences designing the activity:
1. She finds a box into which she will place the details of the various
house-cleaning chores (written on individual task cards).
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Role

Audience

Format

Topic

Doctor

Young
children

Article

Effects of obesity on the heart

Heart

Reader

Brochure

Dangers of obesity

Hamburger

French fries

Journal
entry

Facts about obesity

Fictional character

Body part

Speech

Obesity and physical limitations

Journalist

Group of ham- News story
burgers

Ways to prevent obesity

Patient

Unhealthy
foods

Causes of obesity
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1. What role did I just assume? (He points to the Role column, and students answer that he was a heart.)
2. Who was my audience? (He points to the Audience column, and students agree that they, the unhealthy foods, were his audience.)
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3. What format did I use to deliver my message? (He points to the Format
column, and students concur that this was a speech.)
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4. What was the topic of my message? (He points to the Topic column,
and students decide that the most appropriate topic was Effects of obesity on the heart.)
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He proceeds with a discussion of the RAFT format for writing. He
shows, through examples, how the RAFT allows for creativity in the writing
and relaying of a message. He asks students if they would have preferred to
have been given notes on the topic or to have had this creative speech used
instead that would deliver the same message. Students all agreed that the
speech was much more interesting and engaging. He refers to the RAFT chart
and then presents the sample choices that he has prepared as further proof
that writing using the RAFT will make their own writings much more creative and interesting:
1. You are a doctor writing an article for a health magazine on the facts of
obesity. These would be the components of your RAFT:
R: Doctor
A: Reader
F: Article
T: Facts about obesity
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